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The Ultimate Guide To Organization
You want to be organized and you
need practical ideas you can use.
We have a product line with
brilliant style designed to bring
[organization] and [color] to every room.

Ready?
Set?
Get Inspired!

How Do You Use a
Color Code System?

[1]

Select a color for each procedure you practice.
Example:
Crown & Bridge = Neon Orange
Endo = Teal
Composite = Neon Blue

[2]

If you are a group practice select a color for each doctor
and or operatory. (For a solo practice skip this step.)
Example:
Dr. Smith = Neon Purple
Dr. Mark = Neon Pink

[3]

Assess the number of procedures you do weekly (on average).
Example:
Crown & Bridge = 10 per week
Endo = 5 per week
Composite = 12 per week

[4]

Determine quantity of trays you will need for each procedure.
Take your configured numbers from step 3 and divide them by 3
(always round your numbers up).
Example:
Crown & Bridge = 4 Neon Orange Trays needed
Endo = 2 Teal Trays needed
Composite = 4 Neon Blue Trays needed
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What Products Do I Need For an
Effective Color Code System?

Set Up Trays
Our exclusive “lock-on” tray covers provide an excellent method
of infection control and safety that allow you to do two things
that other trays don’t:
[1] This system allows you to set-up your trays ahead of
time for the day’s procedures and “lock on” a cover
to prevent cross-contamination.
[2] Prevents any contaminated items from falling off the
used tray during transportation from operatory to central
sterilization. The contaminated items stay enclosed
until you are ready to process trays for sterilization.

Material Management
The next step in setting up your color code system is organizing your materials
by procedure. This starts by removing your materials from your operatory
drawers and utilizing a more efficient alternative, the Zirc “Procedure Tub”.
You will need one Tub per procedure (group practices may demand additional).
All Tubs are suggested to be stored in a common area such
as “central sterilization”. Or they may be stored in the operatory.
Tubs are used as a way to transport items from your central
sterilization to the operatory and back again. Materials used
during the procedure are delivered from the Tub to the doctor,
keeping your procedure tray free for instrumentation.
At the end of the day, materials are wiped down and Tub is
stored. Both Trays and Tubs can be stored in Zirc’s Racks.
Call to request a Material Management Guide for more
information on organization. [800-328-3899]
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Instrument
Management

You have determined the quantity of Trays & Tubs your practice needs, now you need
to color code and organize your hand instruments, burs and endo files (we refer to
these items as “Instrument Holders”. Zirc offers a variety of “Instrument Holders” that
will manage these instruments during the sterilization process and at chair side.

How Many Do I Need?
Order the same number of “Instrument Holders” for each procedure as you did Trays.
Example:
Crown & Bridge: You designated Neon Orange as the procedure color.
You have determined 4 Trays are needed; therefore, you will need 4 Neon
Orange Instrument holders and Bur holders. For more information please
visit www.zirc.com.

Hand Instrument Organizers

Bur Organizers

E-Z Jett Cassette

8 Hole Bur Blocks

14 Hole Bur Blocks

Compact Cassette

12 Hole Bur Guards

22 Hole Bur Guards

Endo Organizers

Compact Steri Container

Steri Container

Endo Guards (hand)

Mini Matt

Endo Assist
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Endo Guards (engine)

Instrument
Management

E-Z ID Rings and Tape
The final step with your color code set-up is utilizing color code rings and tape.
E-Z ID Rings are made to slide onto your instruments. E-Z ID Tape may be used
to color code anything that a ring will not fit (i.e. larger instruments, bur holders,
cabinet drawers, tubs, etc...). Both can be used in the following ways:

[1] Solo Practice: Place color code “E-Z ID Rings” on all
hand instruments in the corresponding procedure color
Example:
You would place Neon Orange rings on all of your
Crown & Bridge Instruments.
[2] Group Practice: Group practices would use two different
E-Z ID Rings on each hand instrument. One color would
signify the procedure (Neon Orange is for Crown & Bridge)
and the other color would signify the doctor (Neon Purple
is for Dr. Smith).
[3] Instrument Order: The E-Z ID ring should be placed at a
diagonal. This indicates to the assistant the order in which
the doctor will be using the instruments.
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Congratulations! Your procedures are now organized and color-coded.
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